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FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by peloni almoni - 12 Aug 2015 03:54
_____________________________________

cornography n, [kor-nog-ruh-fee] - an intense display of corny or clever jokes, commonly used in
various kinds of recovery

side effects of viewing cornographic images will include laughter, rolling of the eyes, the
occasional snort, and general irritation. extreme cases were known to include diarrhea,
coughing, vomiting, and well...

[spoiler][/spoiler]

if you experience any symptoms for more than 4 hours, you're welcome.

HISTORY OF CORNOGRAPHY -

i am a firm believer in this. and i am sick and tired of posting on other people's forsaken "just
having fun" threads that cordnoy keeps reviving from the dead. i am getting increasingly
depressed by posting on the depressed person's chill spot, and i feel like i already ate and
digested all the "chulint" i could handle. hell, i even made an ??? ???

sooooo, i am starting my own blog, that will, at least for some time, be updated and active, but
hopefully be interactive. i encourage everyone to PLEASE PLEASE PLEASE help, as humor
therapy should be a group effort. you all have talent - I'VE SEEN IT.

corndnoycordnoy is so good at it, that if this were a corny army, i would appoint him ...
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Warning: Spoiler!

rabbosai, the indians called corn "maize". they must have thought corny jokes were just
"amazing". but my motto for this blog is - NO JOKE IS TOO STUPID. you have my word that i
will at least try to laugh at every attempt at humor that anyone makes here. feel good that you
may be giving me or someone else chizuk - or at least you will be annoying "the urge" right out
of them.

so friends. romans, countrymen, give me your EARS of corn...

BRING OUT THE POPCORN, LET THE SHOW BEGIN...

[zemmy, if you're reading this, let it never be said that i do not take my ????? seriously. ?' ??
?????? ????? ????? ????? ???]

========================================================================
====

Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by peloni almoni - 11 Nov 2015 01:58
_____________________________________

peloni almoni wrote:

cordnoy wrote:
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people-mikva's have become the BUTT of too many bad jokes. it's becoming rather ASSENINE.
time to leave these jokes BEHIND.

any ideas on how to RECTIFY the situation? or should we just say ANUS rachamana patrei?

========================================================================
====

Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by trying2gme - 11 Nov 2015 02:43
_____________________________________

? ???? ????? ???? ???? ? ??? ?????...

thanks

========================================================================
====

Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by trying2gme - 11 Nov 2015 03:18
_____________________________________

??? ???

...? ???? ???? ???? ???? ? ??? ?????

sound like your a pretty sharp fish...
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thanks for the vertelech...

it saved the night.

[sorry, im not a joking.]

========================================================================
====

Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by peloni almoni - 11 Nov 2015 04:28
_____________________________________

Mesayin wrote:

peloni almoni wrote:

Shlomo24 wrote:

peloni almoni wrote:

Yesod wrote:

peloni almoni wrote:

Yesod wrote:

 Hey Baloney Alimony where is your toothy grin? every time i see your icon i think of the tragedy
of over-harvesting in today's fishing grounds, which makes it difficult to enjoy my tuna sandwich

The following user(s) said Screw You: peloni almoni
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Hey PA I am honored to have been mentioned in your 200th post.

Irregardless of the screw, its a prestigious feeling.

Thank you

Y

i only roast the ones i love (imagine goofy smiley face here)

so do you love chicken? oooh, that was painful.

i love to eat all birds

You have ruffled the wings of some bird.

The following user(s) said Screw You: Batman

i meant toucans. (are they kosher?)

a bat is not a bird, but a robin on the other hand...
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yes yes, i know:

The following user(s) said Screw You: Robin

btw, how awesome would it be if this became a meme on GYE.

========================================================================
====

Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by peloni almoni - 11 Nov 2015 04:54
_____________________________________

markz wrote:

peloni almoni wrote:

and i advertised it in the previous post (as your gabbai (still))

(okay it is not letting me delete this post. please note this message is now moot, as marx has
stolen, no, as a marxist, has reallocated the picture that i posted in my previous post to his own
post. therefore, this post is useless. please refer to this link where i allege that marx is a
plagiarist:

guardyoureyes.com/forum/17-Balei-Battims-Forum/268247-Re-Id-like-your-
advice/post/quote#268244 )

As a competitor I should just keep quiet cos then my reputation is cool, but as an aspie that
always say things how they are, I can't, and I gotta notify you in case you didn't notice - your cob
web links need a broom

??? ??? ???. ???? ???? ????? ???"?

guardyoureyes.com/forum/17-Balei-Battims-Forum/263559-Id-like-your-
advice?limit=15&start=210#268250
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but facts are facts. either come up with your own clever stuff, or stick to serious threads like
mom and his chevra do. just because froot loops gives you credit for my hard work doesnt mean
you can march right in and take whatever you please.

omg omg omg omg ...... i got a better way of saying it:

Warning: Spoiler!

========================================================================
====

Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by markz - 11 Nov 2015 05:31
_____________________________________

I have left for more tranquil waters, although now I need a gabait to translate for siri.
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BREAKING NEWS (what you've been waiting for!!!

 )

This may also be my last post FOREVER as explained HERE, as soon as the.guard arises and

bans me from posting ever ever again - boo hoo, so just in case - I will miss you 

 and wish you
all the cereals and amphibians and 18 wheelers

B

Y

E

========================================================================
====

Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by peloni almoni - 11 Nov 2015 19:45
_____________________________________

markz wrote:

I have left for more tranquil waters, although now I need a gabait to translate for siri.

BREAKING NEWS (what you've been waiting for!!!

 )

This may also be my last post FOREVER as explained HERE, as soon as the.guard arises and
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bans me from posting ever ever again - boo hoo, so just in case - I will miss you 

 and wish you
all the cereals and amphibians and 18 wheelers

B

Y

E

and i say good riddance

========================================================================
====

Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by peloni almoni - 11 Nov 2015 19:58
_____________________________________

??? ??? ????
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========================================================================
====

Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by peloni almoni - 12 Nov 2015 00:56
_____________________________________

??"?

GENTLEMEN, i would like to break the number one rule that i myself set up upon starting this
thread, and post something here that is serious.

WE like to poke fun at each other sometimes, but we know that we are each other's best
friends. we rely on each other for support and encouragement. since i started at GYE, hours
and hours of time that i would otherwise have spent watching movies (halevai), i have spent
doing better things, including chatting and posting on the forum. this resulted in me getting lots
of chizuk, and maybe even giving some to others. my addiction to the rush of various unhealthy
outlets has been (at least partially) replaced by the interactive just_having_fun threads, and by
just staying out of isolation.

SO my purpose with this post is twofold. firstly, i would like to extend a general thank you to the
community at large for your support, perhaps including a thank you in advance for your
continued support and involvement in my threads.

BUT my main purpose here tonight is to take my hat off to a very special friend and brother who
has just posted today 90 days. reb mark, all of our joking aside, you have a lot of kishron, you
have a lot of determination, and you have come a long way. your sharfkeit kept me on my toes
since you got here a couple months ago, and i truly appreciate all that you have done to be
mechazek and interact with me and the rest of the oylam. you bring a general simcha and
positive atmosphere to the forum, that i am sure everyone has noticed.

THEREFORE, for you, reb mark, it is truly worth it to break my number one rule, and post
something worthy of the serious threads. you are amazing. congratulations, and keep on truckin'
brother!

========================================================================
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====

Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by markz - 12 Nov 2015 01:39
_____________________________________

PA - Did you notice that I restrained from mentioning any one of the greats in my personal share
here today, besides for yourself truly, it was bedavka

In my opinion if the database of forums gets maxxed and we can only keep one - it's gotta be -
you know what

Now

In response to your genuine kindhearted words, I immediately

clicked to add 10 Karmas for you, I did not forge this image

========================================================================
====

Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by Shlomo24 - 12 Nov 2015 03:33
_____________________________________

WOW! keep it up mark! WOOHOO!

========================================================================
====

Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by peloni almoni - 13 Nov 2015 05:01
_____________________________________

#90,000ReasonsToSayNo

========================================================================
====

Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by unanumun - 13 Nov 2015 11:26
_____________________________________

I still can't figure out who mom is 
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========================================================================
====

Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by peloni almoni - 13 Nov 2015 15:23
_____________________________________

unanumun wrote:

I still can't figure out who mom is 

 

HELLO??! he comes to this thread sometimes. he'll figure it out! can we please be more subtle?

========================================================================
====
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Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by peloni almoni - 15 Nov 2015 05:35
_____________________________________

WHO POSTED MY PICTURE ON GYE????!!!

this is supposed to be anonymous!

========================================================================
====
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